We explore commutativity up to a unitary factor for the pair of self-adjoint operators in Hilbert C * −modules.
spanned by {Θ x,y : x ∈ F, y ∈ E} in L(E, F ), where Θ x,y (z) = x < y, z >, for each z ∈ E. Specially, if E = F , we write L(E), K(E) respectively.
It is well known that L(E) is a C * −algebra and K(E) is the closed two-sided ideal in L(E).
The basic materials can see [1] .
If E is a Hilbert C * −module, x, y in E is said to be orthogonal if x, y = 0.
In this case, denote by x⊥y. Given a closed submodule F of E, set F ⊥ = {y ∈ E : x, y = 0, ∀x ∈ F }, then F ⊥ is called orthogonal complement of F .
Furthermore, if F ⊕ F ⊥ = E then F is said to be complemented submodule.
We know that a closed submodule of a Hilbert C * −module need not be complemented.
The following proposition gives an equivalent characterization of complemented closed submodule.
The following are equivalent:
(1) E 0 is a complemented submodule.
the range of p.
If F is complemented then for each z in E we can uniquely write z = x + y with x in F and y in F ⊥ . Just as in the case of Hilbert spaces, the equation
since it is easy to check that ran(P )
is not invertible} and we say t is positive and we denoted it by t ∈ L(E)
The theorem of Miscenko which enables one to conclude that certain submodules are complemented.
Theorem 1.2: Let E, F be Hilbert A−modules and suppose that t in L(E, F )
has closed range. then (i) ker(t) is complemented submodule of E and ker(t) ⊥ = ran(t * ).
(ii) ran(t) is complemented submodule of F and ran(t) ⊥ = ker(t * ).
(iii) the mapping t * ∈ L(F, E) also has closed range.
Proof: See [1] .
In the following we give some useful theorems which we need them.
Theorem 1.3:
Let u be a linear map from E to F . Then the following condition are equivalent:
(i)u is an isometric, surjective A−linear map.
(ii)u is a unitary element of L(E, F ). 
Definition 1.6: An element C in L(E, F ) is called a partial isometry (from
is complemented in F and there exists a comple- F ) and that the closures of the ranges of t and t * are both complemented, then define u : ran(|t|) → ran(t) by u(|t|x) = tx. It is easily seen that u is isometric. We define u on ran(|t|) as follows.
For x ∈ ran(|t|) there is a sequence {a n } n∈N ⊆ ran(|t|) in which a n → x as n tends to infinity. The sequence {u(a n )} n∈N is a Cauchy sequence in E, so converges to an element of ran(t) say a. Now we define u(x) = a. Also we define u is equal zero on ran(|t|) ⊥ . Evidently t = u|t| and u is a partial isometry, so t has polar decomposition.
Just as for Hilbert space, one can easily that the following theorem holds for Hilbert C * −modules.
Theorem 1.7:
For an element C of L(E, F ) the following condition are equivalent.
(i) C is a partial isometry.
(
Lemma 1.8: If t ∈ L(E) is normal then ker(t) = ker(t * ).
Proof: We have
So t is normal iff | tx |=| t * x | and therefore ker(t) = ker(t * ).
2.Main Theorem
Theorem: Let t, s be bounded self-adjoint operators on Hilbert C * −module E and ts and | ts | have closed range. The following are equivalent:
(ii) ts = ust for some unitary u. st(E) = st(E) = (ts) * (E) = (ts) * (ts)(E) = ts 2 tE = (st) * E = ts(E).
Let P denotes the associated projection to ran(ts) = ran(st) = ran(| ts |) =
